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Etymologically, where tilde is the name for a ~, the word comes from the Latin titulus 

meaning title;   it can be a diacritic mark, used over a letter to change the way it sounds, such as 

in 'el mañana'; or it can be used in text as an independent glyph, ASCII code number 126, 

such as in 'cycle~'.   A tilde character at the end of an object name in PD or Max denotes that 

the object is of a DSP type, owing to the tilde glyph looking like a small sinusoidal wave.   In 

mathematics, in logic, and in other contexts, this short wavy line has different meanings; such as 

to indicate equivalence, negation, alternating current, or approximation.   My interpretation of 

these things is that a tilde is to do with variability.

The tilde in the word tildegraph, therefore, is meant to imply an ambiguous modification 

of that which is implied by the suffixing 'graph' of the word…

As a combining form in nouns, -graph denotes something written or drawn in a 

specified way.   In the research surrounding and leading to sdfsys, I have found it constructive to 

reflect on the distinction between 'graph' and 'glyph', but that is topic for discussion elsewhere.

In sdfsys, the first three letters are the initials of my name, and the end is short for 

'system': sdfsys is a modular soundmaking environment…

Introduction

This informally written paper will describe the emergence of one particular aspect of my 

practice-based research: the tildegraph concept.  The structure of this paper will be chronological,

and will begin in 2009, which is when I started my PhD at the University of Huddersfield, but 

http://sdfphd.net/


ahead of that is a brief contextualisation for the work:

Shortly before the commencement of that PhD, I came (here) to the first Seeing Sound 

symposium, arriving (there) eager to get a better understanding of what exactly people meant by 

the term 'visual music', and curious as to whether or not, such a term would be applicable to 

what I had in mind for my own practice.

Having focused on live performance during my MA in 2007, my intention for the PhD 

was investigate the role of visual representations within the processes of composing new music.

Visual representation of sound 

 Generally speaking, the composition of music involves working with representations of 

sound, whether that be with the dots and lines of common music notation, with a sound-

recording medium (such as vinyl or tape), or with elements of software based systems.  

Different aspects of sound are emphasised by different forms of visual representation, and

so this project began by asking: 

How might the visual ways in which sound is represented influence the choices that are 

made while those representations are being manipulated and organised as music?

In 2009 the Arts and Humanities Research Council accepted my proposal for a practice-

based PhD under the title 'Visual Representations of Sound in Computer Music Software: 

Theory, Programming, and Composition'.  This could be quite open to interpretation, but 

instead of explaining it now, I propose that it might have been more true to my motivations, back 

then, to have given a title more like: 'Making Sound with Circles and Spirals and Stuff On 

Screen'.



 But if that had been the title at the start, then it

would surely have been expanded along the way to 

somehow include not only the circle and the spiral, but

also the square.

To get to this tildegraph concept thing, the 

following software examples are presented as a narrow

slice through the duration of the project.

In Software, On Screen

  Software example #1 → 'pixels' is a Flash based work that can be found online.1  This 

interactive sound thing was created for the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival's 'Music 

of Electricity' (MoE) Learning and Participation Programme, in 2009.  The MoE project was 

connected to an exhibition of works by visual artist Tim Head.  

The exhibition was called Raw Material, and the following quotation, which I found to 

resonate with some of my earlier practice,  is from Tim Head's notes on those digital works 

(2008): 

<quote> By operating at the primary one to one scale of the medium's smallest 

visual element (the pixel or inkjet dot) and by treating each element as a separate 

individual entity the medium's conventional picture making role is bypassed. You 

are no longer looking at a representation of an imported image in virtual space but 

are looking directly at the raw grain of the digital medium itself. </quote>

Whilst engaging with these aesthetics, my contribution to the MoE project had its own set 

of priorities.  My brief was to create an 'online installation' through which the public may 

interact with the sounds recorded during workshops led by Duncan Chapman.

When the mouse is used to point at a square, two things happen: a sound plays, and the 

square is relocated.  

1 http://musicofelectricity.net/pixels   

http://musicofelectricity.net/pixels


In software, on screen

Moving into 2010, my mind was on the medium, as much as the representation, and also 

on the ways that we are always navigating different layers of abstraction.  

Thinking about visual representation in that 'pixels' piece, for example, the coloured 

squares represent an organised collection of sound-files.  A sound-file is a collection of digital bits 

in computer memory formatted to represent a sequence of numbers.  That sequence is a 

symbolic representation of the positive and negative values that can be made to drive a loud-

speaker and thus produce sound waves in the air.  

The process of recording and reproducing sound is something that could well be taken for 

granted, which is one of the reasons – though it could be reason enough – for considering the 

history of sound recording.

Recording sound

The phonautograph is cited as being the first invention to record arbitrary sound as a 

trace of the changes in air pressure over time.  The recordings made by the phonautograph were 

explicitly intended as visual transcripts of sound, to be studied by the act of looking.

Skipping a few decades, in the history of sound recording, we have the invention of the 

gramophone.

For the gramophone, sound is recorded as variations along spiral track on the surface of a 

disc, and the basic design of this medium is still in use today.  Although the design is for a stylus 

transducer to reproduce the sound waves represented in the groove, the pattern is still visible to 

the human eye, and one can easily identify the different sections of some music on vinyl.



Conceptual model of a gramophone

Getting back to 2010, and software example #2, 

which is my conceptual model of a gramophone.

Taking the technological premise of a gramophone

system, I made a software implementation of the basic

concept.  This comprised of main three parts:

First is a surface on which to record, but instead

of a spinning disc, a non-moving two-dimensional Jitter

matrix is used.  This square data surface is

implemented so that one cell of the matrix will

correspond to one pixel on screen for visual

representation of the audio.

Next is a 'stylus abstraction' which gives 

cartesian co-ordinates as output which, over time, will

trace the path of a spiral across the cells of the data

surface.2

Third, is how those things connect in the software, and on screen.  In the version shown 

here, multiple instances of the 'stylus abstraction' are connected both to a separate data matrix in 

for visual representations of the moving point, and to the sound recording data surface through a 

poke operation to write input audio data, and then through a peek operation to read that data 

back.

2 The process of moving the stylus rather than the surface is also employed by the 'vinyl killer' (Razy Works, 

2008) battery powered camper van record player thing.





→ g002a_ex2.mov

The direct method by which audio

data is being displayed shows only positive

values in the blue layer on screen.  This is

because the default Jitter mapping from

float32 to char data type is that 0. → 1.

becomes 0 → 255 and, thus, all negative

values in the audio data are clipped to 0 by that method.

The 'stylus settings' (controlled in the

top right corner of the patch) are received by

all three instances of the stylus abstraction –

this enables the two playback styli to read

data in the same path, and at the same rate,

as what it was recorded/written to the data

surface.  It is, however, a lot more interesting

to read back the data with different settings.

With extreme parameter values in the

stylus settings a range of interesting audio-

visual patterns are found.    

When the duration of the stylus path

is set to a period within the audible frequency

range, the model acts as an oscillator

synthesising sound in a way that is similar to 

'Wave Terrain' (WT) synthesis (Roads, 1996, p. 163).  

A significant difference in what's going on here, compared to WT synthesis, is that when 

a read-stylus-head is setting co-ordinates that are beyond the edge of the data surface, the peek 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tez9fsyf6cu1oig/g002a_x2.mov


operation will simply return zeros, rather than wrapping around to the opposite side of the data 

surface (as would be expected in WT synthesis).  

The inclusion of silence within the audio output is one of the features that I found most 

interesting to exploit in designing sound with the model.  Exploration of that, and of the visual 

patterns possible with the Archimedean spiral based stylus abstraction, became the basis of a 

composition (gramophone_005g).  → http://sdfphd.net/a/doku.php?id=2011:grmphn 

Other technological influences

The types of patterns being seen are reminiscent of the Harmonograph (cf. Newton, 1909; 

Ashton, 2003) and the Geometric Pen (Knight, 1858), and in this work I have also engaged with 

other methods of creating Lissajous type figures and with the aesthetics of Cymatics.

http://sdfphd.net/a/doku.php?id=2011:grmphn


sdf.sys_alpha

Taking the idea a writing data to a 

matrix surface, and then reading that data

back – both using visually orientated

algorithms than move a stylus point in 2D

space over time – and combining that idea

with various other concerns from my

research, I created sdf.sys_alpha 

(software example #3 

→ http://www.sdfsys.info/alpha/ ).

Designed as a modular soundmaking environment the front end system comprises a 

'main area' (large square) in which most interaction takes place, with eight smaller squares at the 

side representing eight 'spaces' into which module units can be loaded. Each 'space' has a data 

surface to which data is written by the DSP abstraction/module that is unit loaded in.

There is a basic text editor for script based interaction; text is used both by the user to 

instruct the system and by the system to inform the user. The scripting syntax allows several 

types of command.  There are geometry-based commands for specifying, and drawing with, 

points on the plane.  The drawing is manifest as values in the cells of the data surface jitter 

matrix.  The scripting system is called 'thisis' → http://sdfsys.info/thisis.  There are also 

commands which control the DSP abstractions that load in the spaces.

Parameters of the DSP abstractions are controlled via 'sprites' within the main area of 

jit.gl based GUI (the gl-ui).

http://sdfsys.info/thisis
http://www.sdfsys.info/alpha/


Tildegraph

In fact, there were only three loadable modules implemented for sdf.sys_alpha: 

• one called 'lcd' for drawing data via 'thisis' commands; 

• another called 'polarpeek' which would write data to its matrix showing its positional-

path as is moved across the surface like a stylus-head.  Data values of '1' are written at the 

current co-ordinate cell, and a feedback algorithm reduces the values of all cells in the 

matrix to create a 'trace tail' type visualisation which helps to see where the stylus-head 

has been); 

• and third is a unit that was

made to write bi-polar audio

type data to the matrix of the

'space' that it is loaded into.

Its name: tildegraph.  To

display audio type data in

sdf.sys_alpha, a method was

devised that would use blue

and cyan hues for the 

negative and positive values.

Demonstration

This brings us up to April 2011, and development of the alpha build stopped soon after it 

was used to record an example of it being used for the live coding DVD of the Computer Music 

Journal (December 2011, 35:4, pp.119-137). → http://www.sdfsys.info/alpha/cmjdvd.htm 

http://www.sdfsys.info/alpha/cmjdvd.htm


sdfsys_beta

Moving on, and dropping the dot from its name, many aspects of the sdfsys environment 

were redesigned.  Specification for the 'eight spaces' aspect was enhanced to include a visual 

patching paradigm for setting up matrix and audio

connections between the spaces.  

Connections are made automatically when the

frames are drag-dropped in the 'spaces network' area

of the gl-ui – the logic determining connections is

based on proximity, referencing systems such as the

ReacTable (Jordà et al., 2007) and Texture (McLean,

2011, sect. 5.6).

The word tildegraph was re-appropriated to describe the general soundmaking method 

(developed after the gramophone model experiments, and being similar WT synthesis).  

The module patch that was called 'tildegraph' in the alpha build, was adapted to the new 

'space structure specification' and given the name ~g.w.cyclewriter.

What was called 'polarpeek' became the basis for  ~g.r.polarmod, which no longer has 

a build in DAC connection; the non-tildegraph type module sdf.sys.dac2 can be used 

instead.

Photographs…

Also, there are some video examples 

→ on vimeo

https://vimeo/


Parameter Sprites in sdfsys:

Type Glyph Mapping from position on the plane to parameter value

Hz Polar 
(r, theta) → 

(octave-level, pitch-class) → (Hz)

point Cartesian 
(x, y) → 

(left-to-right, top-to-bottom) → (0-to-400,  0-to-400)

radial
Relative
radius

(distance from a
reference sprite) → (0-to-400)

xdim
Horizontal

slider (left-to-right) → (0-to-1)

ydim Slider (bottom-to-top) → (0-to-1)

rotary Dial
(down/left to decrease, 

up/right to increase) → (0-to-1)
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